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		In Your Body Mandala, Mary Bond, author of The New Rules of Posture, helps you unlock your somatic wisdom and find your way home to your body. With modern lifestyles that leave us feeling overwhelmed by mental and physical stress, being comfortably present inside our skins can be a challenge. Through an innovative weaving of movement theory, philosophy, neuroscience, fascia research, and personal story, Your Body Mandala helps you reclaim your body's inner guidance and improve your posture in the bargain.

	
		You also receive an unparalleled bonus: over 50 streaming audio and video links. With her multi-media package, Mary personally supports your transformative journey. Your sensory experience becomes the focus of a practical contemplative practice. This book is a must-have resource for movement teachers and manual therapists, as well as all who seek a holistic understanding of posture.
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The Material Realization of Science: From Habermas to Experimentation and Referential RealismSpringer, 2012

	This book develops a conception of science as a multi-dimensional practice, which includes experimental action and production, conceptual-theoretical interpretation, and formal-mathematical work. On this basis, it addresses the topical issue of scientific realism and expounds a detailed, referentially realist account of the natural sciences....
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Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2000

	We are deluged by data—scientific data, medical data, demographic data, financial
	data, and marketing data. People have no time to look at this data. Human
	attention has become a precious resource. So, we must find ways to automatically
	analyze the data, to automatically classify it, to automatically summarize it, to...
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Integrative Medicine for Vulnerable Populations: A Clinical Guide to Working with Chronic and Comorbid Medical Disease, Mental Illness, and AddictionSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This first-of-its-kind title addresses the failures of an often fragmented healthcare system in managing vulnerable patients with multiple, chronic, co-morbid conditions -- patients who are frequently unresponsive to the methods and approaches used to treat other patients with conditions that are less complicated. The book...
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Be Unreasonable: The Unconventional Way to Extraordinary Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	When you're reasonable, you use the same strategies everyone else uses. You do things like set your goals a bit higher than last year's, say yes to things because everyone else likes them, and pad your deadlines so you can reach them on time.


	Being reasonable about your business will only bury you deeper in the pack. If you...
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Text, Speech and DialogueSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Text, Speech and Dialogue, TSD 2004, held in Brno, Czech Republic, in September 2004.

The 78 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 128 submissions. The papers present a wealth of...
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Artificial Neural Networks for the Modelling and Fault Diagnosis of Technical Processes (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2008
The book is mainly focused on investigating the properties of locally recurrent neural networks, developing training procedures for them and their application to the modelling and fault diagnosis of non-linear dynamic processes and plants.
The material included in the monograph results from research that has been carried out at the Institute of...
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